**Typical Section**

MSE wall with concrete panel facing

- MSE backfill
- Existing grade
- F.F. R.-
- Bench
- Grade finished
- Min. of leveling pad bottom of wall/top

MSE backfill

- MSE wall reinforcement, Typ.
- Existing grade
- F.F. R.-
- Bench

 LIMITS OF MECHANICALLY STABILIZED EARTH (MSE) WALL

- Pipe underdrain wrapped 6-in. thick
depth 4'-0" (ideal)
slope 0.5% min.
suitable pipe underdrain wrapped (6-inch)

STANDARD 14.11

**Typical Section**

MSE wall with modular block facing

- MSE backfill
- Existing grade
- F.F. R.-
- Bench

 LIMITS OF MECHANICALLY STABILIZED EARTH (MSE) WALL

- Pipe underdrain wrapped 6-in. thick
depth 4'-0" (ideal)
slope 0.5% min.
suitable pipe underdrain wrapped (6-inch)

STANDARD 14.11

**Designer Note**

See Standard 14.11 for additional information
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